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Astrophysical S factor for 9Be„p,g…

10B
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The 9Be(p,g)10B reaction plays an important role in primordial and stellar nucleosynthesis of light elements
in the p shell, but the energy dependence ofS(E) has not been well understood. We reanalyze the existing
9Be(p,g)10B experimental data within the framework of theR-matrix method. The direct capture part of theS
factor is calculated using the experimentally measured asymptotic normalization coefficients for10B˜9Be
1p. The fitted parameters of the low-lying10B resonances are also required to be consistent with previous
measurements of6Li( a,g)10B. A good simultaneous fit to both radiative capture reactions is found, in contrast
to previous analyses. These results demonstrate that experimentally measured asymptotic normalization coef-
ficients, coupled to theR-matrix method, can provide a reasonable determination of direct radiative capture
rates, even when the captured proton is tightly bound in the final nucleus.@S0556-2813~99!03608-0#

PACS number~s!: 25.40.Lw, 24.30.Gd, 26.20.1f, 27.20.1n
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I. INTRODUCTION

The reaction9Be(p,g)10B plays an important role in pri-
mordial and stellar nucleosynthesis of light elements in thp
shell @1–5#. There are two previous measurements of
astrophysical factorS(E) for this reaction at low energie
@4,5# and one measurement of the analyzing power@6#. The
energy dependence of this capture reaction over the ra
important to nuclear astrophysics is quite complex becau
includes contributions from direct capture and several re
nances, and they interfere with each other. Furthermore,
9Be(p,d)8Be and 9Be(p,a)6Li channels are both open a
threshold, complicating theoretical efforts to construct
low-energy9Be1p optical potential required to calculate th
direct capture contribution. These effects have made a
tailed understanding ofS(E) quite difficult.

Analysis of the behavior ofS(E) has been performed in
@4–6#. In @4#, the S factor was measured over the range
,Ec.m.,125 keV by comparing yields for9Be(p,a)6Li
and 9Be(p,g)10B. S(E) was found to be independent o
energy, although the very limited statistics admit the pos
bility of a significant variation of theS factor with energy.
The data were analyzed assuming pure direct capture. In@5#,
S(E) was measured over the range 66,Ec.m.,1620 keV
using a 4p NaI~Tl! summing crystal. The results disagre
with @4# regarding both the shape and the magnitude
S(E). The measurements in@5# show indications of both
direct and resonant capture at low energies, and their c
bined presence has now been verified by the analyzing po
study@6#. Meanwhile, theS factor determined in@4# is larger
than the one in@5# by a factor of 4. Given these discrepa
cies, it is now assumed that the cross section measurem
in @4# are unreliable. However, there are also inconsisten
in the more recent fits ofS(E) @5,6#, as described below.

Recently, as part of our program to determine t
7Be(p,g)8B direct capture rate at stellar energies@7#, we
have measured the asymptotic normalization coefficie
~ANC’s! for the virtual decay of the ground and low-lyin
excited states of10B into the channel9Be1p @8#. At stellar
0556-2813/99/60~3!/035801~7!/$15.00 60 0358
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energies, the7Be(p,g)8B reaction is dominated by proto
captures that occur well beyond the nuclear radius, and
7Be1p scattering waves are well reproduced by pure C
lomb waves as there are no inelastic channels open ex
the radiative capture itself. Under these conditions, we h
shown@9,10# that direct radiative capture rates at low ene
gies may be determined by measuring the correspond
ANC’s in proton transfer reactions.

The simple relationship between ANC’s and direct ca
ture rates that exists for7Be(p,g)8B is not applicable to
direct capture in9Be(p,g)10B. Notably, the relatively tight
binding energy of the last proton in10B («56.586 MeV)
implies that 9Be(p,g)10B direct capture may have a signifi
cant contribution from the nuclear interior, making th
simple direct capture model adopted in@9,10# break down.
Nonetheless, it is interesting to investigate how well one c
predict the 9Be(p,g)10B direct capture rate from the mea
sured ANC’s, in order to test the relationship between th
under adverse circumstances.

The R-matrix approach relates a direct capture rate t
radial integral which is taken from the channel radius to`
@11#, so only the peripheral part of the channel overlap fun
tion is needed. The absolute normalization of the periphe
part of this overlap function is specified by the correspond
ANC @8#. In addition, solid-sphere scattering phase shifts
used in theR-matrix approach to take into account th
nuclear scattering in the initial state. These features comb
to minimize the uncertainties in the calculated9Be(p,g)10B
direct capture rate when using this approach, making it
ideal tool for this test.

In Sec. II, we describe the calculation ofS(E) in the
R-matrix approach. In Sec. III, we discuss the calculations
the 9Be(p,g)10B direct capture rate, using our measur
ANC’s as inputs, and in Sec. IV, we describe our fit to t
experimentalS(E). We find results that are comparable
those in@5,6#. However, unlike@5,6#, our fit is also consisten
with the 10B resonance parameters that have been extra
from other complementary reaction studies. Finally, Sec
contains concluding remarks.
©1999 The American Physical Society01-1
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II. R-MATRIX APPROACH TO RADIATIVE CAPTURE

In this section we give the explicit equation forS(E) for
9Be(p,g)10B in theR-matrix approach. We use the standa
convention

S~E!5Ee2phs~E!, ~1!

wheres(E) is the radiative capture cross section,E is the
relative kinetic energy of thep19Be system, andh is the
Sommerfeld parameter. We use the system of units in wh
\5c51, and all widths are given in the center-of-mass s
tem.

The total radiative capture cross section populating
ground and excited states of10B is given by@11#

s~E!5(
Jnf

J
sJnf

J~E!, ~2!

whereJ is the total angular momentum of the colliding pa
ticles,Jnf

is the spin of thenf th bound state in10B, and

sJnf
J~E!5

p

k2

2Jnf
11

~2J9Be11!~2Jp11!
(
I ,l

uUIlJJnf
~E!u2.

~3!

Here,Ji is the spin of nucleusi, I is the channel spin, andl is
the relative orbital angular momentum of the colliding9Be
and p. The R-matrix expression for the amplitude has be
derived from @12,11,13#, taking into account the contribu
tions from resonance and directE1 andM1 captures:

UIlJJnf
~E!5UIlJJnf

(R) ~E!1UIlJJnf

(D,E1)~E!1UIlJJnf

(D,M1)~E!. ~4!

The resonance part of the collision matrix describing pro
capture into the resonance levell with spin J and with the
subsequent decay of this resonance into the bound state
quantum numbersJnf

is given in the standard one-leve
R-matrix approximation by

UIlJJnf

(R) ~E!52 iei j l

@G l IJ
p ~E!#1/2@GJJnf

g ~E!#1/2

El2E2 iGl/2
. ~5!

j l is the sum of the hard-sphere and Coulomb phase sh
G l IJ

p (E) is the observed proton partial width of the resonan
level l with the spinJ and resonance energyEl for decay
03580
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into the channel with the orbital angular momentuml and
channel spinI, Gl is the observed total width of the levell,
andGJJnf

g (E) is the observedg width for the decay of thelth

resonance to thenf th bound state. The total width of th
resonance is the sum of itsp, d, a, andg partial widths. The
energy dependence of the proton partial width is given b

G l IJ
p ~E!5A E

El

Pl~E,r p0!

Pl~El ,r p0!
G l IJ

p ~El!. ~6!

Here, Pl(E,r p0) is the Coulomb penetration factor in th
proton channel, andr p0 is the proton channel radius. Simila
expressions give the energy dependence of the partial wi
for the other particle-decay channels. The energy depend
of the gamma width, assuming dipole radiation, is given

GJJnf

g ~E!5S Eg

El1«nf
D 3

GJJnf

g ~El!, ~7!

whereEl1«nf
is the energy of the emittedg ray on reso-

nance. The collision matrix element corresponding to the
rectE1 capture into thenf th bound state is given by@13,11#

UIlJJnf

(D,E1)~E!5 i l 112 l nfA 2m

3krp0
kg

3/2e^ l0 10u l nf
0&

3A~2l 11!~Jnf
11!W~1l nf

JI; lJnf
!

3Nnf

1/2u l nf
IJnf

1

W2hnf
,l nf

11/2~2knf
r p0!

3E
r p0

`

dr rW2hnf
,l nf

11/2~2knf
r !~ I l2e2i j lOl !.

~8!

Here knf
5A2m«nf

, «nf
is the binding energy of thenf th

bound state of10B for the virtual decay to9Be1p, m is the
reduced mass of9Be1p, I l(r ) andOl(r ) are the incoming
and outgoing solutions of the radial Schro¨dinger equation,
^ j 1m1 j 2m2u jm& is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficien
W( j 1 j 2 j 4 j 5 ; j 3 j 6) is the standard Rakah coefficien
W2hnf

,l nf
11/2(2knf

r ) is the Whittaker function defining the

behavior of the proton radial bound state wave function
r .r p0 , u l nf

IJnf
is the reduced width amplitude, andNnf

is

the normalization factor@11,14#. We note that in the
R-matrix method the integration of the radial matrix eleme
starts from the channel radiusr p0, which is a fitting param-
eter. The collision matrix element corresponding to the dir
M1 capture into thenf th bound state is given by@13#
1-2
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UIlJJnf

(D,M1)~E!5~21!J112Jnf i l 112 l nfA 2m

3krp0
kg

3/2 e

m
A~2l 11!~Jnf

11!W~1IJl ;IJnf
!FA2Jp11W~1JpIJ9Be;JpI !AJp11

Jp
mp

1A2J9Be11W~1J9BeIJp ;J9BeI !AJ9Be11

J9Be

m9BeGNnf

1/2u l nf
IJnf

1

W2hnf
,l nf

11/2~2knf
r p0!

3E
r p0

`

dr W2hnf
,l nf

11/2~2knf
r !~ I l2e2i j lOl !, ~9!
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wheremp andmBe are the magnetic moments of the prot
and 9Be in nuclear magnetons.

III. DIRECT CAPTURE CALCULATIONS

In @5,6# a simple direct capture model@15,16# was used to
calculate the astrophysical factor for the direct capt
9Be(p,g)10B. The radial matrix element forE1 or M1 tran-
sitions was given by

UIlJJnf

(D,K1)~E!;~Sl nf
IJnf

!1/2E
0

`

dr rL12w l nf
~r !c lk~r !.

~10!

Here,K5E,M , L51 for E1 transitions, andL50 for M1
transitions. Also,w l nf

(r ) is the bound state wave function o

the relative motion ofp1 9Be in 10B calculated in the
Woods-Saxon potential,c lk(r ) is the optical model scatter
ing wave function of the colliding proton and9Be, and
Sl nf

IJnf
is the spectroscopic factor of the configuration9Be

1p with given quantum numbers in10B. In @5# only E1
transitions were considered, while in@6# M1 transitions were
also included.

Equation~10! was used in@5,6# when calculating the di-
rect part of the astrophysical factor. However, as a resul
the tight binding of the last proton in10B, the contribution to
9Be(p,g)10B direct capture from smallr in Eq. ~10! is im-
portant. When a smallr contributes significantly, this simple
direct capture model is not valid: many-particle effects li
antisymmetrization between the incident proton and the9Be
nucleons should be included and the electromagnetic tra
tion operator should be written taking into account the int
action between the proton and individual nucleons of9Be,
rather than between the proton and the center of mas
9Be. In addition, the integral is very sensitive to the para
eters assumed for the optical potential. Moreover, the sp
troscopic factors required for Eq.~10! have significant uncer
tainties@17#. In practice,@5,6# took the relative spectroscopi
factors equal to those found in9Be(d,n)10B and treated the
absolute magnitudes as a fitting parameter.

In contrast, using theR-matrix method adopted here, th
direct capture amplitudes contain the radial integral rang
only from the channel radiusr p0 to infinity since the internal
contribution to these amplitudes is contained within the re
03580
e

f
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nance part. Furthermore, theR-matrix boundary condition a
the channel radiusr p0 implies that the scattering of particle
in the initial state is given by the solid-sphere phase. Hen
the problems related to the interior contribution and t
choice of incident channel optical parameters do not occ
In addition, the normalization factor that appears in the dir
capture amplitudes in theR-matrix approach, Eqs.~8! and
~9!, is related to the ANC defining the normalization of th
tail of the bound state wave function of10B in the two-body
channel9Be1p @14,18# by

Cl nf
IJnf

5A 2

r p0
u l nf

IJnf
Nnf

1/2 1

W2hnf
,l nf

11/2~2knf
r p0!

.

~11!

While the reduced width amplitudeu l nf
IJnf

depends on the

channel radius, the ANC is model independent. Thus, sub
tuting the ANC’s allows one to express the direct captu
amplitude in theR-matrix method in a form where the de
pendence on the channel radius comes only through the
integration limit, while its absolute normalization is ex
pressed in terms of the ANC and is model independent.
channel radius in theR-matrix approach remains as a fittin
parameter, but it has a clear physical interpretation. Prev
works suggest that it should be comparable to or larger t
the nuclear radius@12,19#. We have measured the ANC’s fo
the ground and first three excited states of10B @8#. This
makes theR-matrix approach particularly convenient to ca
culate the direct part contributions to the radiative capture
protons by9Be.

For the reaction under consideration,l nf
51 for all four

bound states taken into account; for theE1 andM1 transi-
tions, l 50,2 andl 51, respectively. We find that the contr
bution of theM1 direct capture to theS factor is negligibly
small compared to theE1 direct capture contribution ove
the entire energy intervalE<1.62 MeV. We also find that
the contribution of theE2 transition (l 51) is negligible.
Thus, E1 completely dominates the direct capture. Wh
calculating theE1 transition, onlyl 50 needs to be taken
into account. The channel radiusr p0 is the only fitting pa-
rameter. The channel radiusr p053.1 fm, which is slightly
larger than the nuclear radius of10B, provides minimumx2

in fitting the data, as described in the next section. We n
that the direct part turns out to be quite sensitive to
1-3
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choice of the channel radius due to the high proton bind
energy in 10B. Changing the channel radius by 1 fm, fro
r p053 fm to 4 fm, decreases the total directS(0) factor by
a factor of 2. Because of the behavior of thep1 9Be scatter-
ing wave function~it goes to zero atr˜r p0) and the pres-
ence of the extra factorr from theE1 operator, the integrand
in Eq. ~8! reaches its maximum atr 56 fm when the chan-
nel radiusr p053.1 fm. The bound state proton wave fun
tion in 10B nearly coincides with its asymptotic form
Cl nf

IJnf
W2hnf

,l nf
11/2(2knf

r )/r at r>4 fm, so its substitution

for the bound state wave function in Eq.~8! is justified. The
energy dependence of the calculated astrophysical facto
the direct E1 capture is shown in Fig. 1, with the zero
energy direct partS(D)(0)50.38 keV b. The results of the

FIG. 1. The S(E) factor for the reaction9Be(p,g)10B. The
points are the experimental data from@5# with statistical error bars.
An additional 6% uncertainty in the overall normalization must
added. The solid line is our fit assuming the second resonancJp

521. The dashed line is our calculated contribution for the dir
radiative capture and the dotted lines show our calculated contr
tion for the resonances.
03580
g

for

direct capture calculations at zero energy are also give
Table I. We stress once more that, when calculating the
rect captureS factors, the normalization factors for the radi
matrix elements for the various final states, and for the re
tive p3/2 and p1/2 contributions for the two 11 states, are
given by the corresponding ANC’s found independen
from measurements of the9Be(10B,9Be)10B reaction @8#.
Thus as noted above there is only one common fitt
parameter—the channel radiusr p0. While carrying out fits to
the data to minimizex2, ANC’s were allowed to vary within
their range of uncertainty as found in@8# and this is reflected
in the uncertainties quoted in Table I. In addition, resona
parameters were allowed to vary as discussed below. We
that the total direct captureS(0) factor in our fit coincides
with the two previous fits@5,6# in spite of the very different
procedure adopted here.

IV. FITTING S„E…

According to Eqs.~3! and ~4!, the totalS factor is given
by the sum of the resonance, direct capture, and interfere
terms. The analysis of the experimental data has been d
in @5,6#, taking into account the contributions from captur
to three broad resonances atE15287 keV (Jp512), E2
5892 keV (Jp52(6)), and E451161 keV (Jp522),
and one narrow resonance atE35975 keV (Jp501), in
addition to the direct capture and interference contributio
When analyzing the data the main problem is to get a fi
energies near the first resonance. The experimental valu
S53.9860.12 keV b atE5269 keV, corresponding to the
first resonance, is lower than theS factor calculated with the
standard resonance parameters from compilation@17# by a
factor of 4 ~see Table II!.

To interpret the experimental data, and especially to
plain the low values of theS factor near the first resonance
the parameters of the first9Be1p resonance were change
significantly in@5# compared to those determined previous
from 9Be(p,g)10B,9Be(p,p)9Be , and 6Li( a,g)10B data
@17#. Meanwhile, in@6# resonance parameters were adop
that were closer to the previously determined values, but
rapid energy dependence of the proton partial width in
vicinity of the first resonance was neglected.

The 6Li( a,g)10B radiative capture reaction is particular
important when analyzing the first9Be1p resonance in10B,

t
u-
TABLE I. The calculated astrophysicalS factors ~keV b! for the radiative capture9Be(p,g)10B at E
50 keV. DC and RC stand for direct capture and resonance capture. The results for the totalS(0) factor
presented in columns 6 and 7 assume the second resonanceJp521 and 22, respectively.

Wulf et al. @6# Present analysis
10B final state Zahnow DC DC1 RC DC DC1 RC DC 1 RC
Ex @MeV# et al. @5# for 21 for 22

0.0 0.19(1) 0.25(1) 0.21(2) 0.35(4) 0.42(4)
0.72 0.14(1) 0.34(1) 0.11(1) 0.25(3) 0.22(2)
1.78 0.03(1) 0.27(1) 0.030(3) 0.26(3) 0.26(3)
2.15 0.02(1) 0.10(1) 0.030(3) 0.10(1) 0.09(1)
Total 1.0(1) 0.38(2) 0.96(2) 0.38(2) 0.96(6) 1.00(6)
1-4
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TABLE II. The fit parameters~in the center-of-mass system! for theS factor of the9Be(p,g)10B reaction.
The results given in columns 5 and 6 assume the second resonanceJp521 and 22, respectively

Present results
Resonance
parameters

Compilation
@17#

Zahnow
et al. @5#

Wulf
et al. @6# for 21 for 22

Jp 12 12 12 12 12

E1 @keV# 28765 342627 295 296 296
G1 @keV# 12065 and 140 297627 145 140 140
Gg @eV# 4.8 4.8 1.8 1.2a 1.2a

Gp/G1 0.3 0.3 0.35 0.35
Ga/Gp 1.2560.12 1.35 1.35

Jp 2(6) 22 21 21 22

E2 @keV# 89262 89061.8 890 890 891
G2 @keV# 7464 81.062.7 79.2 80 80
Gp/G2 0.9060.05 0.75 0.72
Gg @eV# 25.8 25.8b 25.8b

Jp 01 01 01 01 01

E3 @keV# 972 972 972 972b 972b

Gp/G3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0b 1.0b

Gg @eV# 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5b 8.5b

Jp (1,2)2 22 22 22 22

E4 @keV# (1206618, 1161) 1265 1215 1196 1158
G4 @keV# (260630, 210660) 387627 190 290 229
Gp/G4 (0.9060.05,0.65) 0.72 0.52 0.38
Gg @eV# 8.5 5.8 7.9c 7.9c

f ~deg! d 44615 132

aThis parameter was taken from@20# and fixed during fitting.
bThis parameter was taken from compilation@17# and fixed during fitting.
cThis is the partialg width for transitions to the first four bound states of10B @17#. It was fixed during fitting.
dThe phase factorf takes into account the influence of distant resonances.
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but neither of the previous fits@5,6# considered it. The6Li
1a threshold is lower than the9Be1p threshold by 2.13
MeV, so the first9Be1p resonance is narrow in thea- 6Li
channel—the ratio of the total width to the resonance ene
in this channel is 0.05. This substantially reduces the am
guities in the resonance parameters that exist in thep- 9Be
channel because of the rapidly changing penetrability fac
The 6Li( a,g)10B cross section is 1.8060.4 mb at the reso-
nance peak, and the total width of the resonance isG1
512065 keV @20#. In contrast, the parameters for the fir
resonance adopted in@5# would imply a total width of 230–
240 keV, while those adopted in@6# would require a peak
resonance cross section of 2.65mb.

We fit the experimental data for the9Be(p,g)10B S fac-
tor and the excitation function of6Li( a,g)10B @20# near the
first resonance simultaneously. We include all fo
low-lying10B resonances in the energy region 66<E
<1620 keV. The contribution of each resonance is cal
lated using Eq.~5! for the resonance collision matrix. Th
energy dependences of all the widths are taken into acco
The negative parity resonances can decay into all f
low-lying 10B bound states. The 01 resonance is of the
Breit-Wigner type and decays into the first and third exci
03580
y
i-

r.

r

-

nt.
r

d

states of10B. The relative intensities of the decays of ea
resonance to the ground and three first excited states
taken from Table 10.11 in@17#. The absolute value of the
gamma width for each resonance, except for the first, is a
taken from@17# and is given in Table II. For the first reso
nance, we adoptGg51.2 eV which, while inconsistent with
the adopted value in@17#, is consistent with@20# and with
one of the solutions reported in@21#.

SinceJ9Be53/22 and Jp51/21, the negative parity reso
nances are formed predominantly bys-wave capture, i.e.,l
50 in Eq. ~5!. As we have indicated, the direct terms a
formed predominantly throughE1 capture (M1 andE2 di-
rect captures can be neglected!, i.e., l 50 in Eq. ~8!. Then it
is clear from Eq.~3! that the direct and resonance terms w
the same channel spin will interfere.

There are two possible spin-parity assignments for
second resonance, 22 and 21 @17#. We performed fits for
both parities. When fitting with 22, we introduced an addi-
tional energy-independent phasef into the interference term
between the second and the fourth resonances. This p
takes into account the influence of distant resonances@5#. We
find that the fit withJp522 (xn

257.8) is slightly better than
that with Jp521 (xn

2513.2). Thus it is difficult to select
1-5
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TABLE III. The branching ratios for the radiative capture9Be(p,g)10B at E 5 83 keV, populating the
different bound states of10B. The results given in columns 5 and 6 assume the second resonanceJp521 and
22, respectively.

10B final state
Ex @MeV#

Cecil
et al. @4#

Wulf et al. @6# Present results

Experiment Fit for 21 for 22

0.0 0.22 0.24(1) 0.21 0.30 0.36
0.72 0.33 0.31(1) 0.34 0.26 0.23
1.78 0.33 0.33(1) 0.33 0.33 0.32
2.15 0.11 0.13(1) 0.12 0.11 0.10
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the parity of the second resonance only from the fit of thS
factor for 9Be(p,g)10B. However, the fit with 21 gives bet-
ter agreement with the measured branching ratios of the t
sitions to the different10B bound states~see Table III!, and
measurements of the low-energy9Be(p,g)10B analyzing
powers strongly favor 21 for the second resonance@6#. For
these reasons, we also adoptJp521 for the second reso
nance, but we present the results of the fit for both paritie
the tables.

The result of the fit is shown in Fig. 1 and the paramet
of the fit are given in Table II. The best fit is derived fo
channel radiusr p053.1 fm. Even though near the resonan
peaks the resonance terms dominate, the weight of the d
part turns out to be very important, especially asE˜0. In
Table III the calculated relativeg-ray branching ratios atE
583 keV are compared to previous measurements@4,6# and
calculations@6#. Our fit slightly overestimates the relativ
transition rate to the ground state and underestimates
relative transition rate to the first excited state. It agrees w
experiment quite well for the transitions to the second a
third excited states. We note once more that the relative c
tributions of the direct transitions to the different bou
states in our calculations are entirely determined by
ANC’s extracted from the independent measurements of
9Be(10B,9Be)10B reaction.

Using the fitted parameters from9Be(p,g)10B, we can
calculate the cross section for6Li( a,g)10B in the peak cor-
responding to the first resonance in9Be1p. We find s
51.76 mb, in good agreement with experiment. The wid
of this resonance isG15140 keV, which coincides with the
apparent width extracted from the (p,g) excitation function
and is close to that inferred from the (a,g) excitation func-
tion. Thus, our fit gives reasonable agreement with the d
from both radiative capture reactions simultaneously.
les
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V. CONCLUSION

We have reanalyzed the measured astrophysical fa
S~E! for the radiative capture9Be(p,g)10B within the frame-
work of the R-matrix method, taking into account the res
nance parameters found previously from measurement
the 9Be(p,g)10B,9Be(p,p)9Be,9Be(p,d)8Be,9Be(p,a)6Li,
and 6Li( a,g)10B reactions@17#. Special attention has bee
given to the6Li( a,g)10B reaction when fitting the behavio
of the S factor near the first9Be1p resonance. The relative
contribution of the direct transitions to the first four boun
states of10B are fixed by parametrizing the direct captu
amplitudes in theR-matrix approach in terms of the prev
ously measured ANC’s@8#. The only fitting parameter when
calculating the direct capture contribution to theS factor in
the R-matrix approach we use is the channel radiusr p0. The
channel radius that provides the best fit of the data is slig
larger than the nuclear radius of10B, which is quite reason-
able in theR-matrix approach. We find, as in two previou
fits @5,6#, that the direct part is important at zero energ
Despite using different methods, all three fits find consist
results for the direct contribution to the totalS factor at zero
energy. However, unlike the previous fits, our fit also pr
vides a good simultaneous match to the obser
9Be(p,g)10B and 6Li( a,g)10B cross sections in the vicinity
of the first resonance in9Be1p. These results demonstra
that the ANC approach, coupled to theR-matrix method, can
provide a reasonable determination of direct radiative c
ture rates, even when the captured proton is tightly boun
the final nuclear state.
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